Journal References

Format:
Author 1, Author 2, Author 3, etc. [last name, initials] (Year). Title of article followed by a period all in quotations. Title of journal abbreviated in italics, volume (issue number or month), inclusive page numbers.

Example:

Please consult The ASCE Style Guide for appropriate journal abbreviations or check out http://www.library.ubc.ca/scieng/coden.html to view the journal abbreviations online.

Patents

Format:
Inventor(s), (year of patent in parentheses). “full title of invention, Title Capitalization.” Country Patent Office Number.

Example:

Standards

Example:

Technical or Research Reports

Format:
Same as for books, as above. For reports authored by institutions: spell out institution acronym on first use, and follow with acronym in parentheses, if applicable. If subsequent references were also authored by that same institution, use only the acronym. For reports authored by persons, include the full institution name—no acronym—and its location.

Example:

Theses and Dissertations

Format:
Include authors, copyright date, title, and the name and location of the institution where the research was conducted. Note that some institutions use specific terminology; for example, “doctoral dissertation” rather than “PhD thesis”.

Example:

Unpublished Material

Format:
Unpublished material is not included in the references but may be cited in the text as follows: (John Smith, personal communication, May 16, 1983; J. Smith, unpublished internal report, February 2003).

Web Pages

Format:
Include author, copyright date, title of “page,” Web address, and date material downloaded.

Example:

http://library.uta.edu/howTo/
For resource types that might not be covered in this guide, find citations for similar types of resources in reference lists from ASCE journals and conference proceedings. Pattern the citations in your reference list on the citations you find of similar resources.


Author-Date References http://www.asce.org/Content.aspx?id=29606

Documenting Sources In Your Paper

When writing a research paper, you will gather information from other sources. You will need to document these sources in the text of your paper and organize a list of references at the end of your paper.

In the text, cite publications by listing the last names of the authors and the year, which is called the author-date method of citation; e.g., (Duan et al. 1990; Frater and Packer 1992a). Prepare an appendix listing all references alphabetically by last name of the first author. For anonymous reports and standards, alphabetize by the issuing institution.

Single Author
(Taylor 2007).

Two Authors
(Lampel and Shamsie 2003).

Three or More Authors
(Carson et al. 2006).

References Within the Paper
See http://pubs.asce.org/authors/journal.

Information Needed for the Reference List

Include all of the information that will allow someone else to find the same resource.

Book
Format:
Include author (personal or corporate), editors (if applicable), year in parentheses, book title, publisher, the publisher’s location, and chapter title (if applicable), and inclusive page numbers (if applicable).

Examples:

Hanson, R. D., and Soong, T.T. (2001). Seismic design with supplemental energy dissipation devices, Monograph No. 8, EERI Oakland, California.


Chapter in an Edited Book with Different Authors
Format:
Author, year in parentheses, “Chapter title,” Book Title, Editor(s), City of publication: Publisher, Year of publication, First and last page of reference.

Example:

Conference Proceedings and Symposiums
Format:
Author 1, Author 2, Author 3, etc. [last name, initials] (Year). Title of paper period inside quotations. Name of Conference or Proceeding in italics, publisher of the conference or proceedings, Place of publication [city, state, country], inclusive page number(s).

Example:

Government Reports
Format:
Author 1, Author 2, and Author 3, etc. [last name, first name] (year). Title of paper inside quotations. Name/number of paper in italics, name of government agency, place of publication.

Example: